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GroupWise Monitor view? 

A. F7 key 
B. F10 key 
C. Back button 
D. Escape button 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 102
 
What are the main duties of the MTA? (Choose 3.)
 

A. Updating WPHOST.DB with administrative changes 
B. Updating WPDOMAIN.DB with administrative changes 
C. Transferring messages between post offices within a domain 
D. Providing logging and statistical data about Groupwise gateways 
E. Transferring messages between post offices outside of the domain 
F. Providing logging and statistical data about Groupwise message traffic 

Answer: B, C, F 

QUESTION: 103
 
What directories in the post office make up the message store? (Choose 3.)
 

A. GWDMS 
B. OFMSG 
C. OFUSER 
D. OFVIEWS 
E. OFFILES 

Answer: B, C, E 

QUESTION: 104 
Perform the following point and click task. Begin by clicking the Point-and-Click button.
When you finish, continue to the next question by clicking the Next button. You can configure
GroupWise client settings from ConsoleOne and have the setting you establish apply to a
single user, to all users in a post office, or to all users in a domain. In the graphic, click where
this option is found. 
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Answer: 
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QUESTION: 105 
Ensuring the integrity of the database structure and content can prevent or resolve many 
problems in a GroupWise system. What are most common types of database problems found in 
GroupWise databases? 

A. Index problems 
B. Syntax problems 
C. Content problems 
D. Physical problems 
E. Structural problems 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 106
 
What tasks can be performed using Web Console? (Choose 4.)
 

A. Run scheduled events 
B. Configure GWIA properties 
C. Create domains and post offices 
D. Monitor current user connections 
E. Review agent and server configuration settings 
F. Identify server configuration and link problems 
G. Monitor message queues and track messages for the MTA 

Answer: D, E, F, G 

QUESTION: 107 
When you install GWIA, the program creates the GWIA directory structure as a subdirectory of 
the domain; creates an eDirectory object for management and configuration purposes; and tests 
your Internet connectivity. Several files are also created and placed in the server's 
SYS:SYSTEM directory. What are they? (Choose 3.) 

A. GWIA.NLM 
B. GWIA.NCF 
C. GWIA.CFG 
D. ROUTE.CFG 
E. RESOLVE.CFG 
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Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 108 
The console screen displays statistics about the operations of GWIA, providing valuable 
information for troubleshooting. What keystroke displays GWIA information which is written 
to the Message portion of the console screen and to the log file? 

A. F6 
B. F7 
C. F8 
D. F10 
E. F12 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 109
 
Which WebAccess component generates WebAccess pages dynamically using the templates?
 

A. Web Browser 
B. Windows Client 
C. Web Application 
D. Java Servlet Engine 
E. Netscape Enterprise 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 110
 
What are quick ways to confirm that Internet addressing has been enabled? (Choose 2.)
 

A. Check the GWMTP screen. 
B. Check the GroupWise address book. 
C. On the MTA screen, press F10 for options. 
D. Send an email message using the internet address . 
E. In ConsoleOne check the Internet Addressing window. 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 111
 
What are benefits of using GroupWise Monitor? (Choose 5.)
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A. You can restart the agents. 
B. You can rebuild user and message databases. 
C. You can perform eDirectory user sychronization. 
D. You can trace links and find misconfigured links. 
E. You can track messages using message logging. 
F. You can generate mail to verify system performance. 
G. You can determine how much mail is transferred between links or users. 

Answer: A, D, E, F, G 

QUESTION: 112 
WPDOMAIN.DB is the domain directory store database. It is one of the most important files in 
the GroupWise system. What information is stored in this database? (Choose 3.) 

A. Move user requests
B. Password for system administrator 
C. Address and message routing information to other domains 
D. System configuration and linking information for the domain's MTA 
E. Address information about GroupWise objects, post offices, and gateways in the domain 

Answer: C, D, E 
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